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ABSTRACT

Prior work on boiling pools provided heat
exchange correlations valid for bubbly flow with
laminar or turbulent boundary layers. New
experiments performed with water (SEBLJLON)
and U 0 : (SCARABEE BF2) in a churn-turbulent
tlow configuration show unexpected heat flux
distributions for which the maximum heat flux may
he situated well below the pool surface The origin
of this behaviour is attributed to condensation
effects, very unstable boundary layer tlow and
surface oscillation A calculation model is discussed
which permits to approach the experimental heat
tlux distribution with reasonable accuracy

INTRODUCTION

Accurate prediction of the heat flux
distribution to boundaries of boiling pools
subjected to internal heat generation is of particular
importance in the analysis of subassembly accidents
and core disruptive accidents in LMFBRs.
Attention is mainly devoted to the prediction of the
location and amplitude of the heat flux maximum.

1. PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS

There have been several prior attempts to
measure heat transfer from volumetrically heated
boiling pools to vertical and inclined boundaries.
The main part of this work is summarized in a
paper given by GREENE et al. [1] in which the
following main empirical correlations are derived
on the basis of the author's own work and from
previous work.
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These relations are given for bubbly tlow in the
pool. The threshold on the Rayleigh number
corresponds to a change of the tlow regime in the
boundary layer from laminar to turbulent tlow as
suggested in an other paper by GREENE et al [2]
The transition to chum turbulent flow in the pool
occurs for

The average heat transfer in the churn
turbulent regime is described as higher than in the
bubbly flow regime with fluctuations which
"indicate partial or complete destruction and
renewal of the wall boundary layer. The profile of
the local heat transfer coefficient was more
uniformly distributed along the wall. The maximum
local heat transfer coefficient was observed to be in
the range 0.25-0 30 cal/cnv°C (lO-4 to 1 25 10-*
WAn2K)"

CHAWLA and CHAN developed a theoretical
approach [3] and proposed the following
correlations

For the laminar boundary layer

Nu(x) = O 508 Pr1'4 f j - ~ Pr] Ra

For the turbulent boundary layer
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Nu(x) = CH with Nu(x) =

and for average heat transfer
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The Litter relation indicates that for the
turbulent boundary laver, local heat transfer
distribution is either uniform, if the heat transfer is
calculated on the basis of the average void fraction,
or proportionnai to the local void fraction to the
power 13 As the void fraction normally increases
from the bottom to the top of the pool, this fixes
the maximum heat flux at a level corresponding to
the top of the pool

2. RECENT RESULTS AND OBJECTIVES
OFTHISWORK

Recent results obtained for water pools.
Mimmarized in the present paper, and for a pure
L1O; boiling pool [4] at high volumetric power
levels reveal surprising behaviour by the heat
transfer profiles when the volumetric power level
is increased it seems that the location of the
maximum heat flux may no longer correspond to
the level of the top of the pool but may be located
well below (see figure 1) . these heat flux profiles
are not in accordance with the correlations cited
above . it must be noted that one of the major
difficulties comes from the fact that the correlations
have been established for bubbly flow whereas the
flow regime for high heating rates is churn
turbulent or even annular dispersed. This should
also be the case for the reactor situation after
FAUSKE [5]

Also the Rayleigh number as defined in equ.
(3) may not be a good choice for new attempts for
correlating bubbly pool and churn turbulent pool
result, as the average void fraction and the height
of the pool do not exhibit a regular variation with
the power level. At the transition between bubbly
and churn turbulent flow regimes, a decrease of the
average void fraction and the height of the pool is
observed which is also outlined in ref. [2]. This
decrease is followed by a further increase at higher
power levels.

Furthermore, analysis of the UO2 boiling pool
experiment (SCARABEE BF2 ref. [4]) also led to
the conclusion that there was no net vapour flow
leaving the surface of the pool thus indicating that
the vapour produced within the pool also
condensed within the pool. This statement raised i

fundamental difficulty because the previous
developments, such as those from ret' [JJ fJeadJng
to previous correlations), rely basically on the
hypothesis that heat transfer at the wall is related to
convective cooling of a stable boundary layer and
do not take condensation effects into account

Following the suggestion of GREENE et al.
the origin of the observed behaviour was thought
to be related to highly unstable behaviour by the
boundary layer or some other reasons such as
considerable pool level oscillations

This justified turther experimental and
theoretical investigations as described m the
following sections
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Fig. 1 : Comparison of heat exchange coefficients
profiles for different boiling pool experiments at
high volumetric power levels

3. THE SEBULON EXPERIMENTAL
PROGRAM

The program is described in more details in
SEILER et al. [6] and will be summarized below

3.1. Experimental apparatus

The boiling pool is contained in a
parallelepipedic volume 1 m high. 20 cm wide and
S cm thick. The fluid is water to which salt has
been added. This water is direct current heated.
The current is supplied by two electrodes which are
mounted adjacent to the wide sides of the pool (20
cm wide by 1 m high). The electrodes are made of
gridded copper so that the pool may be observed
through these grids and lateral glass faces.



The injected power may be as high as 50 k\V
nhis means a maximum volumetric heating rate, q,
o t T M W m ' )

The pool is cooled through the two small sides
i * c:n large and I m high) These faces were made of
; mm thick sintered AIN (Aluminium Nitride) which
has the particularity of providing electrical insulation
and good thermal conductivity (about 70 YVmK.
obtained by special calibration) This high thermal
conductivity is necessary for good pool boiling heat
exchange coefficient evaluation The outer sides of
the AIN wall are cooled by forced convection
water flow. Heat tluxes of up to 350 000 W/m:

may be evacuated through the .AJN walls

At the top of the test section the vapour
leaving the boiling pool is allowed to escape
through an orifice This vapour is separated from
entrained liquid droplets (which fall back into the
pool) and condensed. The condensate flow comes
back to the bottom of the test section at ambient
temperature through an external circuit The mass
flow rate and temperature of the condensed vapour
are measured in this external circuit

The heat tlux through the .ATN wall is
measured by means of 40 thermocouples which are
placed at 2 S cm intervals on the external surface
(forced convection water cooling side). Other
thermocouples are placed in the forced convection
water flow

The local heat tlux is calculated as

'P = J (7)

The local external heat exchange coefficient is
measured by means of calibration tests which are
performed by imposing a heat flux on the inner
surface of the AIN wall. The local pool boiling heat
exchange coefficient is derived from the local heat
tlux measurement with the following relation :

Xjat ~ X
(8)

'sat mt

An uncertainty range of. at most. 25% for the
boiling pool heat exchange coefficient is evaluated
(usual uncertainty is about S to 10%).

Other instrumentation monitor temperature
distribution in the pool, using electrically insulated
thermocouples installed in the pool, axial and radial
void fraction distribution in the pool, using a
gamma ray attenuation system, and finally pressure
in the pool. The viewing of the pool provided very
important information on the flow configuration.

Fast cinematographic film analysis provided insight
into the boundary layer tlow which was very userul
for analysis of the phenomena
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Fig. 2 : Sketch of SEBULON test device

3.2. Test results

We concentrate on understanding of the heat
transfer mechanisms in the boundary layer The
analysis of these mechanisms is also linked to a
better understanding of pool flow configuration

A sketch of the observed flow configuration is
shown on figure 3. The boiling pool may be divided
into S main zones :

- Zone 1 : bottom liquid pool (mean height Z0)
There is a liquid pool at the bottom. The height
of this pool decreases as the power level
increases. The liquid pool is fed by the boundary
layer flow and (in steady state experiments) by
the recirculating condensate flow In this pool,
the dissipated power serves :

* to heat the liquid cooled in the boundary layer
flow up to saturation (loss of sensible heat in
the boundary layers).

* to heat the recirculating condensate flow up to
saturation (the temperature of the recirculating
condensate flows is the ambient temperature
(2O0C)).



Therefore we write, as a first order
approximation

[J - T C 7 = P * P IÛ\
' .• . ~ 1I b *"i 1 ^ n - I t^-«ns.w..nd«»».itc st..»* ( '<

Fr>nn these considerations it is concluded that
the measurement of the height of this bottom
:u;uid pool gises an estimation of the sensible
i-.tMt lost by the boiling pool in the boundary
Users (convective heat transfer)
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Fig 3 Schematization of the boiling pool

- Zones 2 and 3 : the boiling region of the pool
This zone extends as the power level rises. The
upper part is highly unstable at high power
levels (The pool height may oscillate over more
than 10 cm) due to churn-turbulent flow

High speed viewing indicates that the flow in the
center of the pool is clearly directed upwards
whereas the flow near the boundary layers is
highly unstable the bubble flow direction is
locally time dependant and alternatively directed
upwards, sidewards and downwards in relation
to the unstable boundary layer flow

In order to represent this behaviour, the boiling
region was divided into two arbitrary zones :

* Zone 2 corresponds to the central upward flow

•Zone 3 corresponds to the lateral unstable
region which acts as an intermediate zone
between the central upward flow and the
boundary layer flow

- Zone 4 the boundary layer
Local high speed cinematography revealed that
the boundary layer flow with a churn turbulent
boiling regime, is a complex flow best
approached by an unstable liquid film flow
Liquid waves travel along the wall Behind these
waves the two phase mixture literally collapses
to the wall surface on which only a very thin
liquid film seems to subsist (the thickness of this
residual film does not seem to be uniform (due
to wetting conditions °) and is much thinner than
I mm). But there is clear evidence that vapour
from the pool condenses behing the waves on
the very thin residual liquid film.

- Zone 5 the top vapour region
These observations led to following conclusions :

* Both condensation and convection heat transfer
mechanisms are present at the pool boundaries

* Convection heat transfer seems mainly to occur
within the waves.

* Convection heat transfer results in wave
temperature decrease and explains the presence
of the bottom liquid pool.

* Condensation occurs on the residual film
between the waves.

* Condensation takes some vapour out of the
pool and. as a consequence, limits the vapour
flow leaving at the top of the pool

To illustrate these conclusions the proportion of
the total power transferred by condensation in
the pool over the height of the boiling region
(ignoring the condensation above the pool) is
shown on figure 4 as a function of volumetric
power dissipation (q). It is observed that, at high
power levels condensation becomes the
dominating heat transfer mechanism.

Some of these data were obtained on the
SEBULON experimental device with reduced
width (with inserts).

Power transferred by condensation has been
evaluated with the following relation

p = P .P
*<on&poot *cchpool r«n».pool

(10)
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versus volumetric power density (q)

Results concerning average heat transfer are
given in Appendix A.

4. THEORETICAL MODEL "ZEBUL"

The objective of model development is to be
able to predict heat distribution at the boundaries of
the boiling pool. From the previous discussion it is
clear that the main difficulty is related to the
description of heat transfer in the unstable
boundary layer both by convection and
condensation. Heat transfer due to condensation is
strongly related to the physics of the wavy
boundary layer and also to two-phase flow in the
pool It is suggested that the cause of the
instabilities is related to the stresses appearing
between the downward flowing boundary layer and
the upward flowing two-phase region. As the
stresses depend on the relative velocity between
these two regions, it is important to be able to
determine these velocities. It would be possible to
model the two-phase region using a single radial
zone . but this would result in a smearing, over the
entire section, of the power lost by the two-phase
region to the boundary layer and would lead to
under-estimation of superficial velocity distribution
in the center of the pool (i.e. in zone 2).

Conservation equations are written for each of
the S zones described previously. The details are
given in ref. [6]. Only the main assumptions will be
presented in the present paper except for the
boundary layer model.

Volumetric power density, q, is assumed to be
uniform or to follow axially an imposed cosine
profile

For zone 2 (central pan of the boiling region) a
model based on the ZL"BER-FINDLAY [7]

approach is used taking into account the variation
of the cross section versus elevation

Net axial velocities are assumed to be zero in
zone 3 (intermediate two-phase region) and the
void fraction is assumed to be equal to the void
fraction calculated in zone 2 at the same elevation
Energy conservation in zone 3 is written as

dz

(Eq. 11) expresses, in substance, that the
power dissipated in zone 3 generates a vapour How
which, together with the vapour flow coming from
zone 2. condenses at the wall . so the radial
extension of zone 3 is related to the condensation
heat flux.

The cross section of zone 2. S;, may tend to
zero. This means that all the vapour generated in
the pool is condensed at the wall If this happens.
the void fraction is kept constant above the level
where S2 = 0 and equal to the void fraction
calculated at this level. Under these conditions, the
heat flux at the wall is :

Sq(ZKl-a)
112)

If S2 is different from zero at the top of the
pool, the vapour flow released at the top of the
pool is calculated.

Mass conservation in the boundary layer is written as :
d% _Pt. K e * -<* «Pcond Pch _ d q / i - . 4
dz p. a ; dz

(1?)

This equation expresses the assumption that
the liquid is entrained to the boundary layer by the
condensing vapour flow. Ke represents an
entrainment coefficient (inverse of a slip ratio). Ke
is expressed as :

Ke=I SL (14)

For the equation of motion, the boundary layer
is modelled, in an initial approach, as a stable,
turbulent boundary layer flow. Velocity distribution
over the boundary layer thickness is assumed to be
uniform.

Uf
dx

spatial friction density
acceleration effects



The friction factor f is calculated in turbulent
regime

L, j b = ' I :.-<

Heat transfer calculations

Heat tlux at the wall is calculated as

T111 is calculated taking into account the
thermal resistance of the wall and the heat transfer
to the external coolant flow

h j and Iv111n are calculated in two different
wavs as as described below

The term • — -u, , takes care of the
a

countercurrent flow effect

The exponent ( 1 2 ) and the constant (0 0006)
were fitted by comparison with the experimental
results

4.2. Method 2 for the calculation of h,,,niJ and hfimv

In order to obtain a better description of the
physics, a second method was developed This
method is based on an approximate description of
film instability. This method is detailed in Appendix B

If method 2 is adopted, a discontinuity may
appear for the value of hconv at level Z0.

4.1. Method 1 for the calculation of hcon(i and hconv

correlations

h_iW is calculated as

(16)

by analogy with a forced convection heat exchange
correlation.

The COLBURN correlation [14] corresponds to :

Nu,, = 0 (conduction effects are neglected),
A = 0 023. B = 0 8, C =0.3

Nota It can be demonstrated that the relations
given by CHAVVLA and CHAN [3])
correspond to exponent B = 0.66.

h ,,,j is calculated with the following formula :

r ^ • • • '
•'end = '( i \ '

1 41
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0 071Pr"2

Re1 *
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uith t, = O 0006 •=-=• a pf g : R e = - * - : D H = —4 up Pcn

and m = - ( P r + 3)

h = J..

The origin of this relation is a condensation
correlation established for co-current vapour and
film forced convection flow in a tube [8].

5. COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL
RESULTS WITH ZEBUL CALCULATIONS

S.I. Water experiments

Heat transfer coefficient axial distribution
of the heat transfer is presented for two SEBULON
tests (fig. 5 and 6)

Fig. S : Local heat transfer coefficient. Comparison
between SEBULON test results and ZEBUL
model

For method 1 the best agreement with test
results is found when exponent B is equal to 0 66
and Nu0 = 0.

The change in the shape of the heat exchange
coefficient distribution observed for low power
(fig. S) and high power (fig. 6) is qualitatively well
calculated with both methods.

Method 2 seems to predict heat exchange
coefficients at high power levels more sucessrully
than method 1. Apparently the opposite is true for
low power levels for which the discontinuity of
hconv in Z0 is prejudicial.



Pan of convection heat transfer (h,,,,,,) is also
represented, as calculated with method 2. in dashed
lines on figures 5 and 6 It is observed that heat
transfer tor low void fraction (tig 5) is dominated
v̂ convection as expected
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Fig b Local heat transfer coefficient. Comparison
between SEBULON test results and ZEBUL
model

At high void fraction (fig. 6) condensation
becomes very noticeable

5.2. Calculation of SCARABEE U02 boiling
pool test BF2

The SCARABEE test, BF2. is presented in [4].
The test section was a Niobium crucible, about
U 06 m in diameter, containing UO2 at an initial height
corresponding to a O 2 m collapsed liquid pool. The
crucible was cooled by a sodium flow. The test was
performed by increasing power, step by step, until a
mean volumetric power level of about 1000
MW/mJ UO2 was reached. Internal crucible
pressure during the last step was about 0.5 bar. The
expected boiling temperature of UO2 was 3500 K.

The calculation was carried out using the model
( method 1 ) assuming that Tint is uniform and equal
to the melting temperature of UO2 (3120 K). A
cosine shape was adopted for the calculation of the
power dissipation. Figure 7 presents a comparison
between the experimental heat flux distribution on
the crucible and calculated distribution.

The predicted liquid pool height is about
0 I m The boiling pool extends up to 0 5 m The
zone 2 disappears at 0.23 m . this means that all
vapour produced in the pool is condensed at the
wall. This fact is in agreement with experimental
post test examinations which do not reveal UO2

deposits above 0 50 m.

20 30
•wghf (cm)

Fig. 7 SCARABEE BF2 Comparison of
experimental and calculated heat tlux profiles

The heat flux profile in the upper region (above
O 30 m) is not in agreement with the experimental
curve. This is thought to be related to the poor
modelling of the boiling pool above the level
corresponding to the collapse of zone 2. Surface
oscillations and "bumping" may explain part of the
heat flux distribution in the upper part of the pool.
Such oscillations have to be taken into account for
a theoretical description of the zone above the level
where S2 vanishes, in future developments.

CONCLUSIONS

Experimental results have been presented in
the churn-turbulent boiling regime with highly
unstable boundary layer flow. It has been shown
that condensation occurs at the wall within the pool
height. Condensation is thought to be responsible
for the lowering of the level of maximum heat flux.
The average heat transfer is shown to be properly
predicted with the set of correlations established by
GREENE et al. [I].The distribution of local heat
transfer cannot be predicted with correlations and a
more elaborate model is necessary. The proposed
model predicts experimental results with sufficient
accuracy for reactor applications, taking account of
the uncertainties affecting these applications

APPENDIX A

Average heat transfer coefficient :

An average heat transfer coefficient is defined :

h t0=-L j hdz
* Z-Z0

(Al)
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h,,, is classtcaly correlated in terms of a
\LSSELT number versus a RAYLEIGH number
following the equations proposed by GREENE et
.il [I]IEq 2) The results are plotted on tlgure Al
It is concluded that the prediction of this average
pool boilina heat transfer with these correlations is
correct and that the correlation given for "bubbly
Hmling and turbulent boundary' layer" may be used
for churn turbulent tlow up to Ra = 10u
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Fig Al Average Nusselt number : comparison of
SEBULON test results and correlation
from GREENE et al. [I].

APPENDIX B

Method 2 for the calculation of hconv and hconJ.

The entry datum is the local boundary layer
volume tlow rate per unit width (Qb).

A new mean boundary layer thickness is
calculated following a correlation proposed by
TAKAHAMA and KATO [9].

ô_= 0.473 Re',0 5» (Bl)

uith Re =
Qb

The thickness of the thin film is calculated
using a correlation proposed by WHITE and
T A L L M A D G E [ I O ] .

with T0 - 0.944 C a " ( I • 0 297 Ca'3)

(B2)

C

Ca =

is the velocity of the wave (see below)

n,-c

a surface tension

This correlation was established for the
calculation of the residual film thickness on a
vertical wall moving upwards over a liquid pool It
is assumed that this correlation is valid for the
needs of present modelling

Q, ut

Fig. Bl : Definitions for the unstable film model

The velocity of the liquid thin film is
determined on the assumption that the flow in the
thin film is laminar :

v = —— m'f
3 op '•

(B 3)

The speed of the wave is calculated using the
mass flow conservation equation :

Q -
(B4)

As C is unknown at the beginning of the
calculation, ny, v and C are calculated in an
iterative way.

The length of the wave is determined with

L = T- ( l - a) C2 <B5)



This relation is derived from a simplified
motion balance taking into account gravity etTects
.tnd tlow resistance between the wave and the two-
phase mixture and ignoring friction on the wall.
Hie coefficient K may be varied Calculations
:e\e.iied that this coefficient should depend on the
• o)d traction

tor
for

a = 0 I
a = 06

K * 0 I

The mean height of the wave is calculated with

HA = ni| + d Lw <U6)

'.\. here d is a proportionnality coefficient which was
correlated as d = O 3 1 - O 2 5 a

This correlation was established on the basis of
wa\e heitiht observations, for a falling film in air by
TELLES"and DLTCLER[II] and TAKAHAMA
and KATO [9] CHU and D LTCLER. [12] and on
the basis of visual observation in SEBULON

The distance \p between two waves is
calculated following

(B7)

which results from the definition of the mean
thickness 6 (volume conservation).

A wave REYNOLDS number is defined :

4H C
Re = — —

Vf

B RUMFIELI) and THE( )FAN( )US [13]

Convection heat exchange is calculated only
for the wave tlow with :

h BV = ^ - ( 0 . 023 (B8)

Nu0 accounts for conduction heat transfer
which has a noticeable effect only at the top of the
boiling pool.

As condensation is assumed to be related to
the thin film. hcond is calculated as :

Kf I L
- n n <« i n . I >

P

(B9)

a takes care of the presence of vapor allowing
condensation at the film surface

. 1 - —t- is a pondération factor taking into
/ . i

account the presence of the waves

It has been verified on the basis of calculation
results that the hypothesis of thermal equilibrium in
the thin film is correct, for present applications

NOTATION

C
Ca
f
g
geff
h
Hib

H0

Hw

j
Ke
I

I
Lw

Nu
Pr
P
P

Specific Heat (J/l<g K)
Wave velocity (m/s)
Capillary number
Friction factor
Gravity acceleration (m/s-)
gcosd
Pool heat transfer coefficient (W ni:K)
Pool height (m)
Initial liquid zone height (in)
Wave thickness (in)
Superficial velocity (m/s)
Entrapment coefficient
Pool width (in)

Latent heat of vaporization < J/kg)

Wave length (in)
thin film thickness (in)
Nusselt number
Prandtl number
Power (W)
pressure

Pc h

pcond.pooi

p«h.pooi

^s«ns.pooi

q
Ra
Re
S
T
Mf

v
assuming that the thin film is in thermal equilibrium. V3

—expresses the conduction limited heat transfer _

in the thin film.

Heat exchange perimeter (m)
Power carried to the wall by
condensation tin the pool height (W)
Total power carried to the wall on
the pool height (W)
Power carried to the wall by
convection (sensible heat) (W)
Power necessary to heat up the

condensate tlow to saturation

Volumetric power density (W/m3)

Mass tlow rate (kg/s)
Rayleigh number
Reynolds number
Total pool cross section (m1)
Temperature ('K)
Velocity in the boundary layer (m/s)
Thin film velocity (m/s)
Rising velocity of single bubble in

liquid
Axial coordinate. Origin at the top of
the boiling pool (m)



Axiul coordinate. Origin at the bottom
of the hmling ponl (in)
Height of zone I iliquid pool) (in)

(rreek letters

p
M

X

P

.5

Mean VIMJ traction on pool height
Void traction
T'lcrma! ditfuMvity UH2/si
Surface tension iN/m)
Heal tlux (W/m*)
Dynanuc viscosity (kg/m.s)
Kinematic viscosity (m'/s)
Thermal conductivity (W/m K)

Density (kg/in1)
Houndary layer thickness (mean) (in)
Distance between two waves (in)
Angle o| cooled wall with vertical ( )

Subscripts

I

n

•

i'

...'1Id

..'HV

J \ l

UlC

s.ll

<CII>

i .tr tone I

Z .ir lune 2.

< • t ii >ne .1

•!.•r zi aie 4'

*•* «nie S

wa

ambient
boundary

boiling

liquid
pool

vapour

condensation

convection
wall external surface

wall internal surface

saturation

sensible heat
relative to zone 1

relative to zone 2
relative to zone 3
relative to zone 4
relative to zone S
relative to ccxiline water
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